Inhibition of the establishment of zygotic polarity by protein tyrosine kinase inhibitors leads to an alteration of embryo pattern in Fucus.
Fucoid algae, including the genus Fucus and Pelvetia, are recognized as model systems to study early embryogenesis in plants. In particular the zygotes of these fucoid algae are highly suitable experimental systems for investigating the establishment of polarity and its requirement for later embryogenesis. However, the transduction pathways involved in the initiation of polarization are still poorly understood, and the link between the early polarization processes and embryo long-term patterning has never been experimentally demonstrated. We, therefore, have investigated the putative role of protein phosphorylation in the regulation of early embryogenesis, using a combined pharmacological and biochemical approach. Among the various protein kinase inhibitors tested, a subset of well-known PTK inhibitors, including genistein, prevented germination but had no effect on growth of germinated zygotes and embryos. Inhibition of germination appeared to be a direct consequence of prevention of polarization since genistein and other PTK inhibitors specifically inhibited axis formation in a light-independent manner. Genistein inhibited cellular events associated with polarization such as polarized secretion of cell wall sulfated compounds. Anchorage of F-actin at the rhizoid pole was also inhibited and F-actin redistributed in response to a new light vector. Zygotes inhibited in the polarization process over the period of axis formation recovered from the treatment and displayed differentiated cellular structures after a few days. However, they exhibited a deeply disorganized pattern, suggesting that the early polarization process is essential for normal patterning of the embryo. Western blot analysis of protein phosphorylation showed that the patterns of protein phosphorylation changed during development and were disturbed by treatments with genistein. This drug also inhibited in vitro autophosphorylation. The nature of the genistein-sensitive kinases required for polarization and long-term patterning is discussed in light of these data.